Oil & Gas Practice Specialty (OGPS) 2013 Strategic Plan Goal:
Gather, encourage and participate in development of the body of knowledge relevant to the profession.

OGPS Strategy:

- **Goal 1: Membership**
  To survey the OGPS membership to understand their needs and to establish sustainability.

- **Goal 2: Website Development**
  The OGPS website will have at least bimonthly updates with communication between practice specialties and LinkedIn.

- **Goal 3: Technical Audio Conference/Mini OGPS Safety Symposium**
  OGPS will sponsor one webinar specific to our practice specialty before 1Q 2014.

  Networking opportunities include:
  - Marcellus and other Shale plays networking
  - Dovetail into International Practice Specialty

- **Goal 4: Well Informed**
  - *Well Informed* publication will be published 3 times per year
  - Support Cande Brandow in gathering and approving *Well Informed’s* content

- **Goal 5: Welcome Letters**
  Send welcome letters to members who join OGPS. Include the OGPS website, LinkedIn site and a possible call for volunteer opportunities.

- **Goal 5: Special Projects**
  Capitalize on our large volunteer population by having a pipeline of special projects.

  - **Body of Knowledge (BOK)** chair will coordinate the work process for getting at least 50 OGPS assets into the BOK by Safety 2013 so that these assets can be highlighted at the OGPS roundtable
  - **Regional symposia** (new oil and gas development frontiers like Shale plays) or webinar development
  - **Collaboration with other practice specialties**